is a uniformly elliptic, formally self adjoint on ft operator with real a^ -a^ end a^ eL°°(£2).
We consider the following nonlinear mixed boundary value where a is an outer normal to Sg, and a,<5, f, g are given functions satisfying assumptions specified below. In this paper we are concerned with the existenoe for weak solutions to the problem (M) in both oasest when the problem (MQ) has only the trivial solution (nonresonanoe oase) and when it has nontrivial solutions (resonance case).
We 
bounded functional on V with respeot to the norm II* ly. By Riesz's theorem, there exists a unique element SueV such that the relation (2.7) is satisfied and
v Vc L°°(Q) L^iQ) So, the equality (2*7) defines the linear bounded operator S : L 2 (n) -•V. By Rellich's theorem and continuity of the operator S, it follows that the restriction S|y i V -*-V is compaot.
Remark. The operator S is self adjoint in the space V with respeot to the inner produOt <»> v . In fact
There exists a continuous operator T :
Let a be fixed in L 2 (ft). For an arbitrary v e V we have
where M. * ||f(x,u)|| " may depend on u. The inner product ir (a) (f(x,a},\) 0 is a linear continuous functional in the L z (fl) space V with respect to the norm ll'lly* There exists a uniquely determined element TueV defined by the relation (2.9) and satisfying the inequality Let u,v be arbitrary elements of the space L (Q). We have In order to prove that the operator $ maps the ball K(0,fi) into itself we have to find estimates of i.e. the condition (4.1) (see (2.9) and (2.12)). Assume now that the problem (M0) has p linearly independent weak solutions. Then the equation u + Su = 0, ueV, has p linearly independent solutions -they span a subspace of the space V.
Let w1t...,wp be a basis of the subspaoe. Every nonzero element z of that subspace may be decomposed as z = 7'1wl + ... satisfy Caratheodory continuity conditions of assumptions I
and II and the inaqualitles
where h, HcL 2 (a), k, KeL 2 (S,) , then the condition (4.1) lfflpllea the following inequality
To prove the inequality (4«4) we observe that the condition (4*1) yields j f(x,u(x))z(x)dx + f g(x,u| 5 (x))a| s (x)dS 2 = 0.
£2
s 2 2 2 Hence, decomposing the integrals over £2 and Sg Since S is compact and its eigenvalues are isolated, the equation (4.6) has only the trivial solution in the space V for sufficiently large n. By She (Theorem 3*1, there exists u n e V such that (4.7) u n + Su fl + lSu n -Tu n + Uu n .
The latter means that the following equality is satisfied 
S 2
The last relation means that for sufficiently large n we have (4.12) jf(x,un(x))e{x)dx + { g(*,un|s (*))8|s (x)dSg <0, a s2 
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